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Profile
Judith Matloff teaches crisis reporting at Columbia’s Graduate School of Journalism.

She trailblazed safety training for women and media organizations around the world,

helping hundreds of journalists survive an increasingly dangerous world.

Over 40 years as a journalist, she has covered top international stories including

Rwanda’s genocide, apartheid and the rise of Vladimir Putin. Her essays have

appeared in The New York Times Magazine, Forbes, the Financial Times, The Los

Angeles Times and The Wall Street Journal. Earlier in her career, Matloff headed the

Moscow and Africa bureaus of the Christian Science Monitor and she spent a decade

reporting for Reuters from various countries.

Matloff consults for leading organizations around the world, and has pioneered

protocols for digital, gender and physical security. Clients have included NBC, the

United Nations, the Society of Professional Journalists, Doc Society, Magnum, the State

Department, the Knight Center for Journalism in the Americas, the International

Women’s Media Foundation and the American Federation of Television and Radio

Artists. Her training company, Security Rules LLC, offers workshops for a wide variety of

dangerous situations.

Matloff’s latest book, How to Drag a Body and Other Safety Tips You Hope to Never

Need, shares expert advice for nearly every conceivable peril. She earlier published No

Friends but the Mountains, which drew a link between geography and conflict;
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Fragments of a Forgotten War, about Angola’s civil war; and Home Girl, which

chronicled a Harlem street run by a drug gang.

A graduate of Harvard, her work has won the support of the MacArthur Foundation, the

Fulbright and Logan Nonfiction programs and Stanford’s Hoover Institution.

She lives in New York City with her husband and son.

How to Drag a Body and Other Safety Tips You

Hope to Never Need

Survival Tricks for Hacking, Hurricanes, and Hazards Life Might Throw at You

Synopsis

As we have seen with the recent COVID-19 pandemic, disaster preparedness is not a

luxury.

Everyone from Louis Pasteur to the Girl Scouts has championed the motto "Be

Prepared"—but what does that mean in today's constantly changing world? In this age

of anxiety, when reports of mass shootings, political unrest, the threat of nuclear war,

devastating natural disasters, and digital attacks dominate the news and are

transforming our lives, we yearn for some control. We want to make sensible decisions

to help keep us on track when everything seems to be going off the rails. We want to be

ready—to the best of our abilities—for the worst that can happen.
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As a seasoned war correspondent with more than thirty years of experience working in

crisis zones and a pioneering safety consultant, Judith Matloff knows about personal

security and risk management. In How to Drag a Body and Other Safety Tips You Hope

to Never Need, she shares her tried-and-true methods to help you confidently handle

whatever challenges comes your way.

Learn how to:

Perform emergency first aid

Create a bunker

Keep yourself safe when traveling

Keep yourself safe from online hacks

and dozens of other invaluable tips to stay safe in any circumstances

Blending humorous stories and anecdotes with serious advice, Matloff explains how to

remain upright in stampedes, avoid bank fraud, prevent sexual assault, stay clean in a

shelter, and even be emotionally prepared for loss. From cyber security, active shooter

situations, and travel, to natural disasters and emotional resilience, she shares tips that

will give even the most anxious person a sense of control over life's unpredictable perils.

Unfortunately, we can't anticipate all the crises of our lives. But with How to Drag a Body

and Other Safety Tips You Hope to Never Need, you'll find the skills and confidence you

need to weather an emergency.
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Selection of Advice

The Basics

● "The essential document you should keep on hand is a risk analysis form. This

out-

lines the perils you might face and suggests ways to mitigate or prevent them.”

● “Details such as fabric and cultural appropriateness go a long way toward

conserving

life. Dressing properly is a critical component to success, success being safety.”

On Travel

● “Do a checklist before you go anywhere… Before I take a trip, I ponder the

following about my destination: any known conflicts, the color of the taxis,

dangerous animals, inclement weather, the local equivalent of 911, sartorial

no-nos, local customs, contact number for the U.S. consulate, the local type of

electrical outlets and voltage, and a safe hotel.”

● “If you do choose Airbnb, avoid nighttime arrival when traveling solo. If a red-eye

flight is your only option, consider checking into a chain hotel at the airport the

night you land, before moving to the Airbnb when light breaks.”

On Emergency First Aid

● “Shock occurs when there is not enough pressure for blood and oxygen to reach

the
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brain and organs…Shock takes many forms, and can result as well from sugar

lows (if the person is diabetic), sepsis, severe dehydration, and allergies. The

most common symptom is dramatically low blood pressure, so if a pale person

looks like they’re about to pass out or already have, rush them to the emergency

room… The gamut of signs [of shock] includes: rapid heart rate, trouble

breathing, slow pulse, fever, sweating, clammy skin, confusion, nausea, vomiting,

swelling, shaking, dizziness, and fainting.”

On Protests

● “In theory, America embraces robust freedom of expression…Their [the police’s]

job is to maintain public order in a situation that can suddenly turn violent or

where the people they’re supposed to be protecting hate them or wish them

harm. Remember: You can’t win with cops. They carry firearms and are allowed

to use them; you don’t and aren’t. They have powers of arrest; you don’t…If the

protest organizers lack a permit, you

can be arrested just for being in the vicinity. For that reason alone, nod neutrally

if an officer tells you to scram. Keep calm and don’t assertively remind him or

her of your legal rights.”

On Natural Disasters

● “While no one-size- fits-all dominates, certain principles dictate planning for any

natural disaster, be it a spewing volcano or a typhoon. These are: (1) knowledge

of local weather and climatic patterns; (2) a communication plan to remain in
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contact with authorities and loved ones; (3) an escape plan; and (4) an

emergency kit…”

● Concerning tornados: “Flying debris presents the biggest danger. Avoid windows,

doors, and outside walls. Rush into a strong building and down to the basement

or into an interior room on the lowest level, or a closet, away from windows. If

outdoors, do not seek protection under bridges or overpasses. These figure

among the worst places to be because winds of up to two hundred miles per hour

can channel debris underneath them. If inside a car, pull over (though not under

an overpass), strap on the safety belt, and cradle your head.”

● “Hopefully, you won’t ever experience a nuclear blowup à la Chernobyl…But if it

does, race inside immediately and do not go out for at least twenty-four

hours—or, better, seventy-two. In particularly lethal cases, you may have to

remain indoors for weeks. While that creates tedium, don’t budge until authorities

give the all-clear. Walls have a remarkable ability to keep out radiation, which

grows weaker by the day…Stay away from windows and doors through which

toxins can leak, and seek out a basement or interior room. Close ventilation

sources such as air conditioners…”

On Sexual Assault

● “Two conditions are the best friends of assault: isolation and binge

drinking…Whenever possible, avoid being alone with a man you don’t trust or

know well…As for drinking…Women metabolize alcohol differently from men.

Whatever we imbibe takes longer for our bodies to break down than a man’s, and
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it causes higher blood-alcohol levels… According to the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention, research suggests that heavy drinking is a risk factor

especially at college, where one in twenty women is assaulted. The CDC cites

studies showing that more than 70 percent of women who report being raped

were under the influence at the time… don’t leave your drink unattended at a bar

or party, to guard against someone slipping in a rape drug that incapacitates. If

you forget and step away from your drink, order a new one when you return.”

On Emotional Resilience

● “Grounding routines with regular meals and bedtimes help enormously to keep

physical arousal low. Set schedules provide structure after an emergency that’s

rattled one’s feeling of safety. Have rituals to mark the end of each day with

something pleasant.”

● “Psychologists say the one thing most associated with emotional resilience is

social

connection and support. No way around it: Isolation hampers recovery, and

positive relationships do the reverse.”

● “Catching Zs is highly associated with emotional resilience, and it’s crucial for

memory consolidation and metabolizing difficult experiences. Being exhausted

weakens your resistance… it helps to have a sleep plan that involves

regular bedtimes. Put away devices/screens an hour before lying down, and

don’t be available 24/7 to friends or colleagues.”
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